Introducing Muse iQ Rechargeable

THE
SMARTEST
RECHARGEABLE
Hearing Technology

Muse iQ®
We’ve reimagined rechargeable

Say hello to Muse™ iQ Rechargeable, our best-in-class lithium-ion solution. It lasts 20 percent longer and it’s 30 percent smaller than other systems — and is 100 percent easy-to-use. Plus, our fast charging and convenient system ensures your patients will never be left without hearing.

Your patients live in an increasingly active, connected and complicated world. That’s why we’ve reimagined Muse iQ Rechargeable — to give patients a hearing aid they barely need to think about — one they can just grab, go and live life to the fullest.

At Starkey®, our goal is to provide you with patient-focused solutions to help more patients hear better and live better. And now, with Muse iQ Rechargeable, you can fit your patients with the smartest rechargeable hearing technology ever.

From setup and design to daily use and care, no other hearing technology compares.

20% Longer Lasting
30% Smaller
100% Easy To Use

INTRODUCING
Muse iQR
The hearing technology you’ve been waiting for.
The new Muse iQ Rechargeable delivers everything your patients want

- **LED charging indicators:** patients know when their hearing aids are charging and when charging is complete.
- **All-in-one charger:** holds enough charge to provide portable charging 3 times without plugging into the wall.
- **Auto-on:** hearing aids automatically turn on when removed from charger.
- **Easy-open charger case:** small, covered and easy-to-use charger case that can be used to carry and store hearing aids when not in use.

*Muse iQ Rechargeable* | No other rechargeable technology compares.

*Best-in-class performance features ensure unprecedented ease of use.*

- **Longest lasting charge** delivers over 30 hours of superior hearing with streaming.
- **Smallest rechargeable hearing aid** available today.
- **Patient-focused** 15-minute quick charge.
- **First rechargeable CROS system available** for patients with single-sided hearing loss.

A patient-preferred rocker switch is just one reason *Muse iQ R* is so easy-to-use.
Proven Synergy platform

Our Synergy platform is at the heart of our iQ product family.

Built on our Synergy® platform, Muse iQ Rechargeable — and all our iQ hearing solutions — help patients engage in life in a richer and more personal way. Synergy’s unique twin compression architecture provides supreme precision for speech audibility and ultimate sound quality for listening comfort and enjoyment.

When we designed Synergy, we knew we wanted the platform to be flexible and powerful enough to serve today’s patients while also meeting the demands of the next generation. Today’s hearing aid wearers want to hear all the subtleties of life, and be immersed in their environment no matter how complex it may be. They also want reliable devices that give them peace of mind — giving them the satisfaction they deserve.

iQ provides immersive experiences, enhanced sound quality, reliable technology and improved patient satisfaction.

Today’s hearing aid wearers want to hear all the subtleties of life, and be immersed in their environment no matter how complex it may be.
Say hello to the iQ difference

Immersive hearing made for the speed of life.

Today’s patients are more active and demanding. They want services and products that are customized to their lifestyles and not a one-size-fits-all approach. Starkey’s revolutionary iQ technology lets patients be immersed in the world around them like never before. It delivers a level of presence and clarity that was missing in hearing technology until now.

**Acuity™ OS 2**, our latest operating system, delivers the personalization they want at the speed their lives require. Acuity OS 2 with **Interactive Intelligence** is five times faster than its predecessor — delivering at the speed of patients’ lives like never before. Interactive Intelligence utilizes Artificial Intelligence based on machine learning to quickly and continuously adapt to changing environments when speech is present. This allows patients to effortlessly move from one lifescape to the next — without missing a word.

### Acuity Lifescape Analyzer
Our most advanced environmental detection system utilizes Artificial Intelligence to perform the human-like task of classifying multiple acoustic environments simultaneously, and adapting hearing aid parameters accordingly.

### Acuity Immersion
Brings presence to hearing to help patients feel connected to sound and settings. Available on products most affected by loss of presence — CIC and IIC products with microphone placement in the ear. This feature provides high-frequency information for improved sound quality and environmental awareness.

### Acuity Immersion Directionality
Provides a more natural listening experience, even in difficult listening environments.

### Acuity Voice
Provides optimal speech audibility by instantly applying variable noise adaptation in all channels, even between pauses in conversation.

### Acuity Quiet
Works with Acuity Voice to reduce circuit noise for a clearer listening experience.

### Acuity Binaural Imaging
Ultra high-definition audio for a more natural ear-to-ear experience. Allows speech audibility to be preserved with collaborative decision making, while simultaneously maintaining comfort.

### Music listening enjoyment
Is achieved by allowing speech and music to be processed uniquely and subjective tastes of your patients to be controlled within Inspire® fitting software.
We’re always looking for ways to satisfy and delight your patients because we know that the only way to ensure patients hear better and live better is to ensure they love wearing their hearing aids.

If a feature doesn’t enhance the wearer’s listening experience, we don’t add it.

**Patient delight**

*Before we innovate, we listen.*

Issuer.

Before we innovate, we listen.

**Speech Indicators** make it easy to change between multiple memory programs with an extensive list of descriptive words rather than confusing numbers.

**Smart VC** allows the gain to go up in all the channels not already at maximum, providing a desired increase in loudness. When the volume goes down, everything goes back to where it started.

**WhistleFree Feedback** is the only proactive feedback management system that anticipates feedback and can be personalized to product and patient.

**Speech Shift** enhances real-time audibility by identifying high-frequency speech cues and replicating them in lower frequencies.

**Multiflex Tinnitus Technology** is our patent-pending tinnitus solution designed with personalization and flexibility in mind and is standard in all styles and technology levels.

**Surface™ Nanoshield** is coated on components, cases and Hear Clear™ wax traps to give our patients next-generation moisture and wax repellent to ensure reliability and durability.

“It has completely changed my perception of hearing aids.”

Scott R.
Muse IQ wearer
Bring even more patients the speed and precision of our Synergy platform with the Muse iQ Power Plus BTE 13, the latest addition of our iQ family. Now, patients with severe hearing loss can immerse themselves in every experience.

**New Muse iQ Power Plus BTE 13**

The technology to fit more patients.

We’re making it easy for you to help patients who have severe-to-profound hearing losses with the new 80-gain Muse iQ Power Plus BTE 13.

**Say hello to more power**

We set the bar higher, so you can stay focused on your patients, instead of repairs or troubleshooting. Each of our products is put through 600 hours of rigorous testing and 1,600 trials. We have a near-zero tolerance for defects and address any quality concerns on a case-by-case basis.

**Durability done right**

Starkey quality

In addition to packing 80 dB gain in a size 13 battery, our Muse iQ Power Plus BTE has been given an IP 68 rating, making it our most water and dust-resistant hearing aid.
Accessories for every patient and lifestyle

Your patients live in a wireless world. iQ makes it easy for them to stay connected with an array of different devices.

Our line of accessories gives patients more access and control over their listening environments and are compatible with our 900sync™ technologies. They allow patients to stream music, calls and more to their hearing aids. With many opportunities to customize our accessories, set preferences and manage features, your patients receive the personalization and control they want — no matter their lifestyles.

Connectivity doesn’t need to be complicated, and with SurfLink, it isn’t.

Set your patients free with Muse iQ wireless hearing aids and SurfLink accessories.

900sync technology delivers natural sound while streaming, as well as ear-to-ear communication.

SurfLink® accessories, combined with our wireless hearing solutions, let patients live the lives they want, no wires attached.
The right hearing solution for any environment

Our product lineup was designed to enhance any environment your patients frequent.

There’s an iQ hearing aid that’s perfect for every patient who walks through your door.
### Feature overview

#### Platform:
- **Synergy**

#### Sound Imaging:
- **Channels | Bands:**
  - **Premium i2400:** 24
  - **Advanced i2000:** 20
  - **Select i1600:** 16

#### Bandwidth:
- **Extended 10 kHz**

#### Operating System:
- **Acuity OS 2**

#### 900 MHz Wireless Technology:
- **900sync**

#### Wireless Streaming:
- **Pristine Audio Streaming**

#### Speech Compression:
- **Acuity Speech Optimization**

#### Spatial Awareness:
- **Acuity Immersion**

#### Music Optimization:
- **Music Memory**
- **Music Adaptation**
- **E2E Music Adaptation**

#### Ear-to-Ear Technology:
- **Acuity Binaural Imaging**
  - **E2E Wind Noise Management**
  - **E2E Machine Noise Adaptation**
  - **E2E Directionality**
  - **E2E Phone Streaming**

#### Environment Manager:
- **Acuity Lifescape Analyzer**
- **Music**
- **Speech**
- **Speech and Noise**
- **Machine Noise**
- **Wind**
- **Noise**
- **Acuity Quiet**

### Feature

#### Directional Processing:
- **Acuity Immersion**
  - **Channels:**
    - **Premium i2400:** 24
    - **Advanced i2000:** 20
    - **Select i1600:** 16
  - **Immersion**
  - **Adaptive**
  - **Dynamic**
  - **Directional**

#### Noise Control:
- **Acuity Voice**
  - **Noise Reduction Strength**
  - **WhistleFree Feedback Cancellation**
  - **Speech Shift**
  - **Multiflex Tinnitus Technology**
  - **SurfLink Accessories**

#### Feedback Management:
- **E2E Wind Noise Management**
- **E2E Machine Noise Adaptation**

#### Music Optimization:
- **Music Memory**
- **Music Adaptation**
- **Music Enhancement**
- **Music Memory**
- **Music Adaptation**
- **Music Adaptation**

#### Environment Manager:
- **Acuity Lifescape Analyzer**
- **Music**
- **Speech**
- **Speech and Noise**
- **Machine Noise**
- **Wind**
- **Noise**
- **Acuity Quiet**

---

*CIC and IIC styles only
**Muse iQ RIC R and micro RIC 312t styles only
SAY HELLO TO Rechargeable Reimagined

20% Longer Lasting

30% Smaller

100% Easy To Use